Fourth Grade News
Week of Sept. 21st – Sept. 25th , 2020
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
Spelling Skill: long i

eyes
tight
umpire
idea
cycle
iron
tiny
shy
buy
reply
icicle
climb
highway
flight
fright
slight
higher
hire
might
title
Vocabulary Words are
listed on the back

Monday- Friday
September 21-25

Purple- 9-21
Gold- 9-24
October 9

Quote of the Week
“Why fit in when you were born
to stand out?” -Dr. Seuss

Skills of the Week
Reading: Theme
Writing: Informative Writing Prompts
Math: Multiplicative Comparison
Science: Life Cycles; Monarch Butterfly
Social Studies: Christopher Columbus

Virtual Students need to
schedule an
appointment to take
their spelling,
vocabulary, reading, and
math quizzes.
Students will be taking
spelling, vocabulary,
reading, and math quiz
Parent- Teacher
Conference- no school

Reminders
-Make sure you are completing online
teams assignments when you are not at
school
-Be sure work is being submitted on the
due date
-If your child is doing paper work, you
must submit a picture on the due date.

Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

Academic Words
multiplicative comparison
product

theme

factor

infer

equation

lyric poem

You will be tested on these spelling and vocabulary words on the week of 10/5-10/9.
Purple students will take their test on 10/5, gold will take theirs on 10/8. Virtual will
take theirs at their scheduled appointment time.
• baffle- to confuse (someone) completely
• mourn- to feel or show great sadness because someone has died
• hesitant- slow to act or speak especially because you are nervous or unsure about what to
do : feeling or showing hesitation
• charity- the act of giving money, food, or other kinds of help to people who are poor,
sick, etc.
• traitor- a person who is not loyal to his or her own country, friends, etc. : a person who
betrays a country or group of people by helping or supporting an enemy
• blazing- very hot, fast, or powerful
• rare- not common or usual : not often done, seen, or happening
• pester- to annoy or bother (someone) in a repeated way
• reputation- the common opinion that people have about someone or something : the way
in which people think of someone or something
• conduct- to plan and do (something, such as an activity)
• courtesy- polite behavior that shows respect for other people
• companion- polite behavior that shows respect for other people
• occupy- to fill or be in (a place or space)
• ammunition- the objects (such as bullets and shells) that are shot from weapons
• disobedient- not doing what someone or something with authority tells you to
do : refusing or failing to obey rules, laws, etc.
• lure- to cause or persuade (a person or an animal) to go somewhere or to do something by
offering some pleasure or gain
• harbor- a part of the ocean, a lake, etc., that is next to land and that is protected and deep
enough to provide safety for ships
• myriad- a very large number of things
• milliner- a person who designs, makes, or sells women's hats
• Greek and Latin Root Word Focus:
Root
•
•
•
•

deccentmispseudo-

Meaning
•
•
•
•

ten
hundred
wrong
fake

